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A wall is a hell of a lot better than a war. 

-John F. Kennedy

Abstract
Re-thinking the Wall
37+ proposes to shift the symbolic nature of the Interface Walls in Belfast by intro-
ducing more walls: a network of 221 insertions that house schools, clinics, pubs, 
and parks. These new lengths of wall create a datum in the city through serial 
deployment of shape, materiality, and program, redefining the symbol of the Inter-
face Wall as a divisive edge and multiplying infrastructures and subjects. This new 
urban identity for Belfast both acknowledges and rejects the contentious territori-
ality extant in the city, converting urban forms dedicated to separating communi-
ties into attractors for a city trying to negotiate its contentious space.
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Before I built a wall I’d ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out

“Mending Wall”
- Robert Frost

Preface
0 to 100
Belfast, Northern Ireland is no stranger 
to walls. Over a hundred currently exist 
in the city as peace-keeping mecha-
nisms separating Catholic and Protestant 
neighborhoods. These highly visible urban 
forms create parallel communities with 
parallel services; producing redundant 
infrastructures and doubling territorial 
subjectivities. The City of Belfast wants all 
the Interface Walls removed by 2020, 
but the citizens want them to stay. Of 
the hundred walls, it is estimated that 
37 will remain. As Belfast struggles to 
create a new marketable image for a 
city moving forward, the interface walls 
remain a marker of its conflicted-ridden 
past.

But there may be hope for reclaiming 
the city, and, in turn, pushing Belfast 
into a more transnational urban land-
scape. As urban forms, walls attempt 
to express neutrality as infrastructure 
while firmly rejecting interaction be-
tween opposing constituencies. Walls 
are usually contiguous lines that estab-
lish absolute boundaries and absolute 
limits. But, unlike the Berlin Wall, the 
walls in Belfast are non-contiguous 
boundaries between communities. 

Navigating the city means commuting 
around and through the walls on a 
daily basis. The Interface Walls in Bel-
fast do not act as literal walls dividing 
the city, but as symbolic walls. And as 
a symbol, the meaning and function of 
the walls can change. 



Walled World

Barriers are designed to separate. They 
are architectural edges that barricade a 
constituency away from outside influ-
ences. The Berlin Wall infamously served 
as population control, directly minimiz-
ing the mass defections from East to West 
Germany. It not only separated a city, but 
became a symbol of the power of a literal 
edge to fragment and degrade the spatial 
and infrastructural legibility of a city. The 
edge became a way to construct urban 
limits.

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, new 
walls have sprung up, with more than 
6,000 miles of barriers erected in the past 
decade. This proliferation of walls takes on 
varied forms; gated security checkpoints, 
multi-story concrete barricades, barbed 
wire fences, etc. In each instance, the act 
of erecting a wall gives a physical form 
to conflict, creating a new threshold for 
inhabitants on either side to interact with.
These walls do not just separate via politi-
cal ideology or religious belief, but serve 
to concretize an edge between two op-
posing spatial conditions. This is nowhere 
more apparent than in the deployment of 
walls in Belfast, Northern Ireland. 

Becoming Belfast

Belfast is a city coming to terms with its 
own mixed identity. On one end of the 
spectrum, Belfast is a budding transna-
tional city; offering the world a revitalized 
space of exchange through a strengthened 
industrial core focused on shipping and 
manufacturing, a burgeoning international 
business market, and a reinvigorated focus 
on tourism enlivened by the current at-
mosphere of peace. At the other end of the 
spectrum, Belfast is a conflicted city; strug-

Figure 02a | Political map of the Island of Ireland 

Figure 01 | interface wallls forcibly separate neighborhoods

Figure 02b | Abstracted Political map of the Island of Ireland 
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1. This land was know as the Pale, deriving from the Latin 
word “palus”, a stake, or a fence; defining in no uncertain 
terms the idea that a boundary was needed to separate 
the interests of the king against the rest of Ireland.

2. Belfast: Walls Within. F.W. Boal.

gling to come to terms with its history of 
sectarian and nationalist driven violence 
that is evident not only in the strong 
religious and political divisions among 
working class neighborhoods, but also in 
the one hundred non-contiguous walls 
that currently exist to separate Catholic 
Nationalists, and Protestant Loyalists. 

The walls, referred to as Interface Walls or 
“Peace-lines”, began as an ad-hoc series of 
concrete and corrugated steel infrastruc-
tural projects inserted by the Royal Army 
to curb violent riots in the city (figure 01). 
As time grew on, the temporary structures 
became permanent, with some of the 
walls topping out at 12 m (40 ft) in height 
along the most contentions zones of the 
city, and with more walls added in various 
parts of the city to placate the growing 
(and increasingly segregated) working 
class neighborhoods at the bequest of the 
residents.  

0 to 100:Escalating Segregation

The relatively quick rise in the interface 
walls (from 0 to 100 over a period of 30 
years), as well as the divided communities 
perceived need for the walls is apparent 
when looking at the divisive history of 
Belfast. The rise in the presence of the 
walls is a clear escalation of divisionary 
practices; a continual partitioning of terri-
tory directly linked to differences in politi-
cal and religious ideology. 

In 1450, the island of Ireland (figure 02a 
& figure 02b) was divided along various 
feudal governments, with land held by 
native Irish, Anglo-Irish Lords, and land1 
held by the English King (figure 03). By 
1550 the Tudor dynasty had reclaimed 
the Island of Ireland which lead to the 
creation of the Ulster Plantation —  a 

0 to 100

 
13Figure 03 | White denotes English Land, Orange denotes Anglo-Irish 

Land, and  Green denotes Native Irish Land, 

Figure 04a | White denotes English Settlers, Orange denotes Scottish 
Settlers, and  Green denotes Irish Settlers, 
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Scottish settlement — in 1609 and an 
extensive land grab by English and Welsh 
colonists at the northern tip of the island, 
and various enclaves through the southern 
portion of the island (figure 04a, previous 
page). The four provinces of Ireland, Ulster, 
Connaught, Munster, and Leinster, (figure 
04b) remained under English rule until the 
Irish War of Independence and the subse-
quent Anglo-Irish Treaty which established 
the free state of Ireland and the  English 
Home-Rule State of Northern Ireland 
(figure 05). 

This partitioning of territory contin-
ued on a political and religious level in 
Northern Ireland (figure 06) and in Belfast. 
The physical borders dividing the popula-
tions of Belfast did not appear until 1968 
(figure 07a), in what F.W. Boal calls “The 
Ethnonational City: Rampant”, a period 
characterized by paramilitary violence, 
an escalation of residential segregation, 
and the integration of the Interface Walls 
into the urban landscape.2 These walls 
would come to define pockets of segre-
gated communities that would grow in 
step with, or require the addition of, new 
interface walls between the contested 
neighborhoods to keep the peace (figures 
07b-08b).  The ad-hoc nature of the walls 
in placement and construction, combined 
with the embedded seriality of the walls, 
raises questions architecturally for the ways 
in which the wall can be investigated as 
a new archetype in the construction of 
urban limits.

City/Edge Typologies

Discussions of urban limits, and the ter-
ritorial constraints that come with them, 
are not new. In formulating the base urban 
scale moves in 37+, the following City/
Edge Typologies were researched. 

Preface

Figure 04b | Clockwise from top: Ulster (Darkest Orange), Leinster, 
Munster (Lighest Orange), and Connaught.

Figure 05 | Island of Ireland split into English Northern Ireland 
(Orange) and  the country of Ireland (Green)

Figure 06 | Northern Ireland. White denotes independents, Orange 
denotes Protestants/Unionists, Green denotes Catholics/Nationalists. 
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Collage City - based on a city form 
hybrid (set pieces). Emphasizes void/solid 
relationship and maintains a reciprocat-
ing logic. it is a collection of historical 
typologies (abstraction of historical type to 
produce new typological uses.

Berlin as a Green Archipelago - self-con-
tained city forms (city parts). relies on the 
limit to establish a boundary/frame. it is a 
collection of as found conditions (abstrac-
tion of local and historical conditions into 
a new systematized logic).

Stop City - self-contained city forms 
(city parts). city parts become the limit to 
establish a boundary/frame. emphasis is 
placed on void/solid relationship through 
demarcation of the edge. insertion of new 
typologies that become emblematic of 
limits.

Edge City - self-contained city forms 
(city parts). becomes the limit to estab-
lish a boundary/frame. Emphasis placed 
on void/solid relationship through the 
indexing of points of difference between 
two distinct spatial conditions. A third 
condition is offered, but all three remain 
autonomous.

From this set, 37+ proposes another urban 
typology; the Multi-Edge City.

Multi-Edge City - self-contained city 
forms (city parts). requires pre-existing 
limit that establishes a boundary/frame. 
Emphasis placed on creating evenness in 
the operation of the edge by introducing 
and indexing points of difference between 
two distinct spatial conditions. The result-
ing third condition serves to even the 
disparity between sides.Figures 7a-8b (top to bottom): Belfast 1969, Belfast 1973, 

Belfast 1994, Belfast 2014,

0 to 100
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O.M. Ungers: Berlin Green ArchipelagoColin Rowe: Roma Interrotta Pier Vittorio Aureli: Stop-City

Preface
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Pier Vittorio Aureli: Stop-City Steven Holl: Spatial Retaining Bars William M. Trotty: 37+

0 to 100
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But independent of the fact that many walls are far less rigid than they pretend to be, taking the wall as the paradigmatic icon 
of contemporary borders leads to a unilateral focus on the border’s capacity to exclude. 

Border As Method, Or, The Multiplication of Labor
-Sandrom Mezzadra & Brett Neilson

Scale 1/ The City
Interface Wall Research
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Interface Walls: A Primer
When comparing the Interface Walls in 
Belfast to walls such as the border walls 
between the U.S. and Mexico, or Israel and 
Palestine, it is easy to see that the Belfast 
Walls do not operate like other walls. The 
linearity that comes to define territory and 
subject-object positioning along most bor-
der walls is non-existant when observing 
the walls in Belfast. The walls are allowed 
to spread across the city, erected wherever 
the call for defense was asked. More often 
than not, the Royal British Army placed 
walls where neighborhood strife was at its 
highest, trumping property rights with the 
new lines of defense. These walls blocked 
off views of the surrounding landscape, 
split once shared public spaces; effectively 
turning swathes of the city into chunks of 
fortified enclaves and ensuring the estab-
lishment of “no-go zones” and sense of 
“otherness” across neighborhoods. 3 

It is the aftershock of the presence of the 
walls that is the most interesting. The histo-
ry of the walls as a defense mechanism, tied 
with the collective memory of the walls as 
both a deterrent to, and inciter of flashpoint 
riots has provided the communities directly 
beside the walls a strong incentive to keep 
the walls intact, and to lay claim to territory 
bounded by the walls. To this end, portions 
of the walls in heavily divided parts of town 
display murals depicting allegiances to vari-
ous groups within — and outside of — the 
Belfast conflict (figure 09). The presence of 
the wall has created a space where redun-
dancy in services is a necessity in order for 
the safety concerns of the constituencies to 
be met. 

In some communities the walls have taken 
on multiple symbolic meanings. Some of 
the walls have communal memorials at-
tached to them, some define play areas for 

kids, some are backrests for pubs, and others 
are expanded into clinics. Yet the most typi-
cal meaning of the wall is an infrastructural 
volleyball net; with the opposing commu-
nities using the sides of buildings facing the 
walls to display murals of death tolls, politi-
cal acts of corruption, accusations of collu-
sion,  atrocities carried out by each other, 
and shrines to religious/political martyrs 
and prisoners of the conflict (figure 10).

As the physical edges of new enclave com-
munities, the walls encouraged political and 
religious parallelism in Belfast. This is not 
isolated to the typical moments of paral-
lelism that can be seen across many urban 
landscapes such as churches, schools, and 
parks, but is extended to include clin-
ics, day-care centers, libraries, restaurants, 
and transportation. If a particular clinic is 
located on the “wrong side” another will be 
built on the “right side”,  even if that means 
a patient has to travel further to get the 
treatment needed. Adding to the confu-
sion caused by the rampant parallelism in 
the neighborhoods of Belfast is the cyclical 
nature of the cities walls. Particular inter-
faces close at night, lengthening travel time 
across the potentially leaving Belfast citizens 
on sides of the interface that they may not 
want to be on (figure 11).    

3. Julia C. Obert . “Shared Space: A Belfast Soundscape 
Study”. pg.14
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Figure 09. Murals located along both sides of the Shankill/Falls 
Interface. Images by author.

Figure 10. Mural on the side of a row house in the Shankill neighborhood depicting Loyalist paramilitary. Image by author.

Figure 11. View toward Falls section of Shankill/Falls Interface. Pedestrian and vehicular gates close at 7pm. Image by author.
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Interface Wall Typologies4

Even with all of this embedded history, 
the walls are still infrastructural objects to 
be traveled around and through. As such, 
navigating the city means commuting 
between the various types of interface walls 
on a daily basis. In general the walls can be 
described as buffering populations, dividing 
populations, and surrounding populations 
(facing page - figure 11). Some of the walls 
exist as temporal barriers, operational at 
moments in the day specified by the city. 
These particular interfaces control pedestri-
an and vehicular traffic. In newer instances, 
these temporal walls have been expanded 
into buildings that serve both communities 
by providing much needed services in a 
single location; a small step in scaling back 
the redundancies that further polarize the 
city.

The original infrastructure purpose of the 
walls as temporary insertions is not missed; 
the ad-hoc nature of the walls is still present 
in the varied means of accessing the walls 
themselves. This is also reflected in the 
materiality of the components used to build 
the walls. The walls are comprised of vari-
ous combinations of concrete, corrugated 
steel, and steel mesh; producing a thickened 
line of varying poche (figure 12). Typically, 
the steel mesh is used as the highest register 
of the wall, but it is also deployed as a “soft 
interface” around schools and other child 
oriented spaces.   

4. The typologies mentioned are examples of the larger 
forms that the interface walls take. Other interface 

typologies exist, but it is the position of this thesis that 
the typologies listed will be the ones to remain in the City 

of Belfast if and when the decision to remove the walls 
separating low-flashpoint neighborhoods occurs. 

Figure 12. The interface Walls present themselves as a physical 
palimpsest to the history of political and sectarian conflict. This 
segment of wall between the Shankill and Falls communities is 

comprised of layers of concrete, corrugated steel, and steel mesh.
Photograph by author.

Scale 1: The City



Figure 11. Interface Wall Typologies. These nine interface walls are emblematic of the methods used to separate neighborhoods in Belfast. Drawn by author.
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Behavior + Characteristics
When looking at these typologies, you can 
see embedded formal techniques that de-
scribe the physical actions of the walls, and 
spatial techniques that describe behavioral 
actions (figure 13). These behaviors and 
characteristics were developed through a 
back and forth process of investigating the 
walls in Belfast,  using satellite images in 
conjunction with Google Streetview, and 
a publication from the Belfast Interface 
Project that listed interface walls and the 
resulting blighted sites the walls created5. 

When looking at the physical attributes of 
the walls — and in particular the ways in 
which they interact associate and interact 
with the existing communities — the walls 
were observed as either encircling existing 
neighborhoods, dividing two neighbor-
hoods, framing one neighborhood, or creat-
ing a void between neighborhoods. In each 
of these instances, the walls presence served 
to physically isolate the two groups, em-
phasizing a Belfast for Catholic/Nationalists 
and a Belfast for Protestant/Loyalists.

On the behavioral scale, the walls take 
on larger urban gestures,  as a means to 
ensure sectarian separation. The walls were 
observed as being extra-territorial (divert-
ing  from a single path to claim more land) 
interstitial (acting as a parti wall between 
rows of houses), operable (inserting a quasi 
third space where the city could be read 
as unified through relatively unrestricted 
movement), and deferential ( particular care 
was paid to not ignore property lines and 
instead walls were built with the neighbor-
hoods rather than inserted into them). 

5. It was the observation that the blighted spaces were 
re-occupied by various constituencies that provoked the 
notion of a dualism in the formation of the walls as an 

object analysis.

Scale 1: The City



Figure 13. Through a simplification of the wall typologies, identities can be created for the various walls across Belfast. Diagram drawn by author.
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100 to 37
As Belfast struggles to create a new market-
able image for world of a city moving for-
ward, the interface walls spread out across 
the city remain a marker of its conflicted-
ridden past. The walls not only provide the 
citizenry with a semblance of security, but 
also — in what is perhaps an ironic turn 
of events  —  serve as a point of economic 
capital for the city in the form of “dark 
tours”; city sanctioned tours of the wall 
murals and various bombing sites linked to 
many of the violent IRA and UVF attacks.  
While heavily critiqued by many as low-
brow cultural theatrics, the point made by 
these tours of the walls is clear; the walls are 
starting to take on new meaning. 

The City of Belfast wants all the Interface 
Walls removed by 2020, but the citizens 
want them to stay. Of the 100 walls, it is 
estimated that 37 will remain. The walls 
slated to remain define enclave communi-
ties that are typically characterized as being 
more volatile in terms of neighborhood 
relations.  These walls are also the catalysts 
for the redundancy of program and services 
that plague Belfast. 
 
What is not discussed in terms of the walls, 
is the ways in which they operate as spatial 
barriers or as formal intrusions upon the 
landscape. The walls are already taking on 
new meaning programmatically,  as such, 
I took the shift in the walls as a point of 
abstraction and analyzed the “remaining 
37” using the formal and spatial properties 
as described earlier (encircle, divide, frame, 
void, extra-territorial, interstitial, operable, 
and defferential), combining formal and 
spatial strategies as needed (figure 14). This 
recombinatory approach pushes for an un-
derstanding the interface walls in isolation 
as a given set of urban objects or infrastruc-
tural artefacts rather than a city splitting 

obstructions. 
Looking at the 37 walls in isolation revealed 
several things. First, the ability to bypass the 
walls in their entirety points to the inter-
face walls as having a different spatial and 
formal set of interactions with the city than 
the wall separating East and West Berlin, or 
the wall separating Palestine and Israel. The 
Interface Walls in Belfast do not act as literal 
walls dividing the entire city, but as a series 
of symbolic walls embodying the common-
ly held belief of providing safety. Second, 
the deployment of the walls as anti-riot 
measures across the city has produced a 
“point intervention” mentality in the dis-
tribution of interfaces and in the ways that 
they can be grouped as typologies. These 
walls are — relatively —  small scale urban 
gestures that ignore pre-existing spatial 
rules and instead provide their own; carving 
and reassigning spatial meaning. Third, the 
abstraction of the walls as armatures capable 
of absorbing not only symbolic change, but 
physical change, leaves open the possibil-
ity of directly changing the ways in which 
the walls operate in the city by changing 
the ways they operate within the territorial 
division they create.

This object analysis, combined with the 
spatial/formal properties of the wall, are 
useful when reflecting back on the frag-
ments as a group because they show that 
Belfast does not need to resolve itself to re-
moving all of the walls in order to become 
a transnational city; but rather, to become 
the metropolis that it is envisioning, Belfast 
might need to build more walls. 

Scale 1: The City
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Figure 14. Identifying the 37+ Wall systems in Belfast. Diagrams by Author.
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To inhabit the spaces of walls, edges, peripheries, borders, and the “in-between”...is not a matter of creating entirely a new 
knowledge, even less of discarding existing ideas or systems of knowing, but rather a matter of expanding them, precisely at 

their former, or present, limits.

- “Walls” Radical Reconstruction. 
Lebbeus Woods.

Scale 2/ The Zone
Urban Intervention
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As stated before, the Interface Walls in Bel-
fast do not act as literal walls dividing the 
city, but as symbolic walls. And as a symbol, 
the meaning and function of the walls can 
change. 

37+ proposes to shift the symbolic nature 
of the Interface Walls in Belfast by intro-
ducing more walls; a network of 221 inser-
tions in the walls that house schools, clinics, 
pubs, and parks (figures 16a & 16b). These 
new lengths of Interface Walls — derived 
from platonic forms — create a visual 
datum in the city through the serial deploy-
ment of shape, materiality, and program, re-
defining the symbol of the Interface Wall as 
a divisive edge and multiplying infrastruc-
tures and subjects. This new urban identity 
for Belfast acknowledges and rejects the 
contentious territoriality extant in the city, 
converting urban forms dedicated to sepa-
rating communities into attractors for the 
city that negotiate contentious space. 

This is not the suggestion of creating a 
third space for an already divided city, or 
the creation of yet another series of bar-
rier archipelagos, but rather the evening of 
the visible physical/spatial — and equally 
visible socio-political — edges of Belfast 
in order to establish a viable multi-nodal 
city that readily incorporates infrastructural 
projects as a means of growing a trans-
national city. 

37+
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Figure 15. 37+ Wall systems in Belfast. Diagram by Author.
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Figure 16a. 37  Interface Walls as existing.

Scale 2: The Zone



Figure 16b. 37 Interface walls with 221 insertions.

Urban Intervention



Figure 17. The insertions along the Interface Walls take the behav-
ioral and physical characteristics of the existing Interface Walls, 

along with the material properties and scales of height found in 
the walls and re-images them; creating a system of form, material-

ity,  and height that present a new face to the Interface Walls.

Figure 18. The  Interface Walls loom over the houses in the 
neighborhoods they divide, with only light coming from the brief 

segments of transparency placed at the top.
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Form
The 221 insertions of 37+ are comprised 
of four primary forms based on platonic 
shapes; the Square/Rectangle, the Circle,  
the X/Cross, and Triangle. These forms are 
scalable;  acting as “sites” and potential form 
generators of inserted buildings (figure 17, 
left column). The smallest scale has the area of 
a small pavilion (approximately 800 ft2) and 
the largest has the area of a medium sized 
office building (approximately 50,000 ft2).  

Materiality
The interface walls in their current state 
are typically large and imposing opaque 
surfaces at the bottom, with fleeting mo-
ments of transparency at the top allowing 
some light to spill into the houses below 
(figure 18). In an attempt to rethink the wall 
as an attractor, degrees of transparency were 
introduced as material properties to wall 
segments. Three wall types were produced, 
a panelized, punched wall, a wall of translu-
cent poly-carbonate, and a wall of steel rods 
spaced 1 foot apart (figure 17, middle column). 
This served to produce the effect of open-
ing up the walls visually and spatially to the 
various constituencies. 

Height
In the current configurations, the interface 
walls vary in height from 15 ft to 40 ft, 
rising below or towering over the houses 
that dot the landscape. As such, 37+ strikes 
a new datum at 30 ft between these two 
points and in line with the height of do-
mestic dwellings (figure 18, right column) as 
another visual limit on the horizon that is 
easily understood in terms of its scale as an 
urban object in Belfast. All buildings/pavil-
ions/follies placed inside the platonic sites 
are capped at 30 ft so as to not break the 
sight line of the datum. 

Scale 2: The Zone
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Architectural Series6

The insertion of new lengths of program-
mable interface walls would not work in 
isolation. As such, 37+ takes on the series 
as a means of distributing self-similar 
forms across the city of  Belfast (figure 19, 
left column). It is through a marked increase 
in the proliferation of the various inser-
tion scales and forms that the breakdown 
of — and subsequent social transformation 
through — the existing interface walls can 
be read. 

Type + Program
In keeping with the move toward an archi-
tectural series, — and the understanding 
that scale and form were not tied together 
— it was important that the form or inser-
tion type did not correlate to the program 
(figure 19, top right column). The four platonic 
forms (the Square/Rectangle, the Circle,  
the X/Cross, and Triangle) can each con-
tain —  at various scales —  four programs; 
pub, school, clinic, and park.

Type + Materiality
Likewise, the idea of an architectural series 
of self-similar forms tied to scale and not 
rigid identifiable types lead to the devel-
opment of the platonic forms not having 
defined materiality (figure 19, bottom right 
column). Instead, each form — at any scale 
— can use any of the three insertion  wall 
materials.

6. The notion of the Architectural Series has at its core an agency 
to link between forms. It should be understood within the context 

of this thesis as a an analogous point to The Field as described 
by Stan Allen in “From Object to Field: Field Conditions in Archi-

tecture and Urbanism” where the Field is a system that is able to 
unify diverse small elements while maintaining the legibility of the 

individual parts in an effort to make abstract forces visible. The 
Field is relational and not figural; a bottom up phenomena, defi 

ned not by over-arching geometrical schemas but by intricate local 
connections. The Architectural Series describes individuated objects 

in a larger global system through the legibility of each object. 
Understanding the scope of the Architectural Series involves a 

removal of scale in order to be read; it requires multiplicity and 
insists on some similarity of parts to be made legible and is not a 

fragment, but can produce viable fragmentation. The Architectural 
Series describes a finite and limit set.

Figure 19. Form (and its scale), type, and program are all treated 
as independent variables that can be recombined in any configura-

tion to create an insertion into the Interface Wall. 

Scale 2: The Zone
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A boundary is not that at which something stops, but that from which something begins.

- Martin Heidegger

Scale 3/ The Site
Programming Walls
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Figure 20. Elevation Oblique  of one series of Interface Walls (Separating the Falls and Shankill communities). 
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7. Historically, the pub was  place in Irish culture where members 
of the community gathered to discuss civic and social issues, and 

celebrate public achievements.
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Interface Case Study: Pubs
The primary design focus was on six 
lengths of interface walls separating the 
Falls and Shankill neighborhoods along the 
streets of Cupar Way, Lankar way, Howard 
Street/North Howard Court, and Nor-
thumberland Street (figure xx, previous pages). 
The formal insertions were placed along 
the six walls —  essentially two in terms of 
sectarian segregation —  material properties 
assigned to each of the insertions within 
this wall cluster.

From this set of twenty-one insertions,  
three similarly scaled insertions along the 
western edge of Cupar Way — a street 
contained by two interface walls of differ-
ing heights — were further developed into 
architectural speculations on the ways in 
which buildings or smaller scaled pavilions 
might interact with the interface walls. In 
order to evaluate the insertions as a group 
and examine the ways in which scale, ma-
teriality and form could affect the shaping 
of spaces of contention, the Irish Public 
House, or Pub,7 was chosen from the four 
programmatic types previously mentioned.

Scale 3: The Site

Figure 21. Oblique showing three programmed insertions
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Scale 3: The Site

Figure 22. Oblique showing one of three programmed insertions
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Programming the Walls

Figure 23. Plan and Section showing one of three programmed insertions
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Scale 3: The Site
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Programming the Walls

Figure 24. Rendering showing one of three programmed insertions
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Scale 3: The Site

Figure 25. Oblique showing one of three programmed insertions
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Programming the Walls

Figure 26. Plan and Section showing one of three programmed insertions
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Scale 3: The Site
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Programming the Walls

Figure 27. Rendering showing one of three programmed insertions
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Scale 3: The Site

Figure 28. Oblique showing one of three programmed insertions
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Programming the Walls

Figure 29. Plan and Section showing one of three programmed insertions
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Scale 3: The Site
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Programming the Walls

Figure 30. Rendering showing one of three programmed insertions
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Scale 3: The Site
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Programming the Walls

Figure 31. Jogged Plan & Section showing all three programmed insertions
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Appendix

The following pages contain diagrams and photographs produced in the creation 
of this thesis research, models produced for the oral defense, and the bibliography 
for the thesis research.
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Interface Wall Catalog
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Interface Wall Catalog
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Interface Wall Catalog
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Eleventh Night
Celebration of  King 
William’s victory at the 
Battle of the Boyne; a 
battle ensuring Protestant 
rule in Northern Ireland. 
Bonfires reaching over 
100ft are built across prot-
estant neighborhoods.

Appendix
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The Twelfth
The large bonfires are lit 
across Northern Ireland, 
symbolizing the fire used 
to lit the way for King 
William. The bonfires 
are seen by the Catholic/
Nationalist population as 
sectarian intimidation. 

The Eleventh & The Twelfth
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Interface Wall Photographs
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The plan view of this pub takes on 
the form of the insertion, creating 
a series of moments in-between 
walls and space.

In elevation, the pub is split into 
two levels, registering the datum 
of the insertion and providing 
covered and patio spaces.

Appendix
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The use of perforated panels cause 
the edges of the insertion to read 
as opaque.

A frontal view of the panel reveals 
a broken image of the pub as well 
as its occupants.

Model Photographs
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The plan view of this pub takes on 
the form of the insertion, creating 
a series of moments in-between 
walls and space.

In elevation, the pub is revealed to 
be an open air space. The columns 
holding the canopy are of the same 
material and concentric pattern as 
the interface wall insertion.

Appendix
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The column spacing gives way 
to allow for an entrance from 
the neighborhood to the pub, 
effectively breaking the use of the 
Interface Wall.

In contrast to the full on opacity 
produced by the existing Inter-
face Walls, the transparency of the 
evenly spaced columns gives both 
sides of the wall a chance to visu-
ally, and physically, interact.

Model Photographs
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The plan view of this pub takes 
on the form of the insertion, using 
the insertion form as a wall and 
screening element. 

In elevation, the pub’s relation to 
the insertion wall as a screening 
element is revealed, allowing for 
views into the courtyards from 
adjacent homes.

Appendix
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A frontal view of the panel reveals 
a broken image of the pub as well 
as its occupants.

The use of perforated panels cause 
the edges of the insertion to read 
as opaque.

Model Photographs
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Model Photographs

The 221 insertions along the 37 walls (blue) with the territorial zone that the 37 Interface Walls demarcate (white hatch over color photograph) 
set against the rest of Belfast (black and white photograph).
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Model Photographs

The 221 insertions along the 37 walls (blue) with the territorial zone that the 37 Interface Walls demarcate (white hatch over color photograph) 
set against the rest of Belfast (black and white photograph).
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